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The Weekly Covet: Where
We're Eating & Drinking in
NYC
A complete guide to T&C's editors' favorite spots
this winter.

BY THE EDITORS PUBLISHED: JAN 12, 2024

SAVE ARTICLE
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Café Carmellini

BOOK A RESERVATION

"So I definitely have my regular haunts, Avra on 48th St, Milos on 55th, Sant
Ambroeus on Madison, the Lowell or The Carlyle for drinks, but I’m excited to try and
become a regular at Café Carmellini, the beautiful new place by Andrew Carmellini at
that striking new Fifth Avenue Hotel. A drink at Portrait Bar before, then into the main
dining room for the duck tortellini, the sardine toast, the artichoke, those perfectly
assembled martinis. Feeling really indulgent? Book a room in this Gilded Age
landmark and head upstairs to crash in splendor." —Stellene Volandes, Editor in Chief
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Claud
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Claud

View profile

1,410 likes

claud_nyc

Wagyu pot-au-feu with bone marrow
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View more on Instagram

BOOK A RESERVATION

"One of my favorite meals last year was courtesy of Claud, the low-key, French-
influenced restaurant Joshua Pinsky and Chase Sinzer, formerly of David Chang's
Momofuku Ko, opened in the East Village in 2022. It got a rave in the New York
Times but somehow Claud still feels under the radar, which is perhaps preferable in

this age of fine dining social media overexposure. So keep this to yourself: the six-
layer devil's food cake is a modern classic that'll have you salivating long after it melts
in your mouth." —Erik Maza, Executive Style Director
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The Noortwyck
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thenoortwyck

Tis the season to celebrate. 
Join us for dinner on New Year's Eve for great food,
wine, and a toast to new beginnings.

Reservations available now via link in bio.

Image @apolo3.mm
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BOOK A RESERVATION

"Helmed by two Eleven Madison Park alums, this spot on Bleeker marries five-star
style with a neighborhood vibe that's perfect for date night, brunch, or—my personal
favorite—a quick drop in for happy hour (the Walk on the Wild Side remains a
standout in the last year's sea of savory martinis.)" —Lauren Hubbard, Contributor

thefifthavenuehotel and cafecarm…
The Fifth Avenue Hotel

View profile

1,359 likes

thefifthavenuehotel

Café Carmellini has arrived at The Fifth Avenue
Hotel with doors wide open. Our show-stopping
signature restaurant distinguished by its exquisite
interiors, romantic atmosphere, and soon-to-be
iconic menu of classic Italian and French dishes,
given a New York spin by James Beard Award–
winning chef Andrew Carmellini.

#TheFifthAvenueHotel #FlaneurHospitality
#LookCloser

View all 30 comments
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View more on Instagram

Once a week, we ask our editors to share the items they've been loving or
lusting after—whether it's a new skincare product we're dying to try or a
travel essential we can't live without. Consider "The Weekly Covet" your
editor-approved wish list for beauty, travel, fashion, and everything in
between.
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BOOK A RESERVATION

"One of my favourite neighborhood restaurants is Fito, located in Inwood. Influenced
by Ecuador but inspired by the world as they say. Come for the amazing cocktails like
the Ruta Del Sol and Maracuyá Spritz, but stay for the Entraña Hanger Steak and
Pulpito with Chimichurri." —Ashleigh Macdonald-Bennett, Deputy Managing Editor
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The Portrait Bar

BOOK A RESERVATION

"The rich, wood-paneled Portrait Bar in
the Fifth Avenue Hotel is my new go-to
spot for an A+ martini. Don't sleep on
the delightful menu of 'parlor snacks'
(deviled eggs! hot dog au poivre!)." —
Danielle Chizzik, Deputy Editor
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Lure Fishbar
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Dinner of champions 
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 @forkitletsspoon
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"My go-to spot is Lure Fishbar. I never get tired of this NYC classic." —Dania Ortiz,
Fashion & Accessories Director

THE PORTRAIT BAR
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Ketchy Shuby

ketchyshuby.…
8,471 followers

View profile

ketchyshuby.nyc

It's time for you to dine without boundaries – where
flavors collide, cultures blend, and the essence of
good food unites us all in a laid-back and beautiful
atmosphere. Come as you are, and let's share
some good vibes 

🌿

.

.

.

#eats #foodiefaves #culinaryadventure #vibes
#loungelife #ketchyshuby #foodie #nycrestaurant
#ketchycuisine #goodvibesonly #foodlovers
#loungescene #nycfoodfinds #eatnyc #nycfoodlife
#livemusic
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"I'm old enough to remember more than a few former lives of the space housing this
charming new Soho eatery, but none has perhaps been so welcome as this incarnation,
a restaurant (upstairs) and lounge (downstairs) from nightlife impresario Jamie
Mulholland. Come for the excellent salads, tasty burger, and inventive cocktails, stay
for the late-night action if you can stay awake." —Adam Rathe, Deputy Features
Director
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The Inwood Farm
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 SERVING UP #brunch on New Years Day 
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10am-3pm
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 Sun-Wed 7a-10p | Th-Sa 7a-11p
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 Brunch Sat & Sun 10a-4p
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 Happy Hour M-F 3p-7p
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 Lunch M-F 11a-3p
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 600 W 218th St, NY 10034
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☎

 (212) 884-2111
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 @seamless @grubhub

.
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#inwoodfarm #brunch #pancakes #inwood
#manhattan #uptown #vibes #food #inwoodnyc
#drinks #sushi #nyc #food #nyccafe #eatheworld
#uptownny #theheights #happyhour
#washingtonheights #uptownnyc #nycfood
#dyckman #foodporn #newforkcity #eatingnyc
#foodstagram #eaterny #nycrestaurants
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"Inwood Farm, located at the very top and on the only 'road' on the Island of
Manhattan. A coffee bar and restaurant, serving both lunch, dinner, and brunch on the
weekends. Have a jaunt through Inwood Hill Park and then stop in for the best burger
you will ever have." —Ashleigh Macdonald-Bennett, Deputy Managing Editor
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Misipasta
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Spaghetti, bottarga, lemon, garlic breadcrumbs

We’re back open from 11am-10pm today for
shopping and dining!
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"I was more than happy to see the owners of Brooklyn hot-spots Lilia and Misi opened
a new eatery nearby, Misipasta. A more casual café and pasta shop, you can either
dine in at the counters inside or outdoor backyard, or opt to take home freshly made
pappardelle and a jar of sauce to create your own version at home." —MaryKate
Boylan, Senior Fashion Editor
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The Tusk Bar

BOOK A RESERVATION

"Nick Hatsatouris, a restaurateur with
places in West Hollywood and East
Hampton, just opened the Tusk Bar at
the Evelyn Hotel in NoMad. Word on the
street is that the bar excels in both
martinis and oysters (all anyone really
needs) and that the earthy interior offers
a cozy enclave to enjoy them." —Isiah
Magsino, Style News Editor
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Malka
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We are so blessed and appreciative of the
outpouring support from our community, it is truly
above and beyond our hopes and expectations.  

Reservations are available on Resy, and will
become available at 10am for 30 days out. Though,
we are currently fully booked at all times during our
30 day booking window. We truly do our best to
accommodate as many reservations as possible to
give all guests a chance to visit us.

We also encourage that you add yourself to the
Resy Notify list for any day’s you’re interested in
dining with us. Walk-ins available upon availability,
and not promised. We hope to see you soon! 

♥
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"Eyal Shani—the Israeli chef behind NYC faves HaSalon, Shmoné, and Miznon chain—
recently opened his first kosher restaurant in Manhattan. As someone who keeps
kosher-ish, I couldn't be more excited to pay a visit since I'll finally get to try his meat
creations. Bete'avon!" —Sophie Dweck, Associate Shopping Editor
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Tigre
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BOOK A RESERVATION

"As someone who always loved Wiliamsburg's Maison Premiere, I figured it would be
the same for Tigre, which is the latest venture from the same team. Of course, I more
than loved it. Everything from the interiors, to the lighting, to the libations (I got a
Cosmopolitan!) was fantastic and set the tone for a really wonderful evening.
Definitely the place to decide to make a night of it—if you ask me."—Roxanne
Adamiyatt, Deputy Digital Lifestyle Director

ERIC MEDSKER.

Want all the royal news, with none of the malicious
gossip?
Sign up for all the latest updates from our inside sources.
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